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1. Please briefly describe who you are and what’s your role?

I am Dr. Thomas Brennan, Anatomical Pathology Registrar at Pathology Queensland, Queensland Health, Australia.

2. What were the challenges you were experiencing before you had access to ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery and how are both solutions used now in your day to day work?

When I started in Anatomical Pathology, there were so many resources to engage with that it seemed overwhelming. ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery provided a succinct, accurate, and up to date resource, in a manner that was easily synthesized. I still consistently refer to ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery to inform my knowledge and stay current.

3. How do you use ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery in your day to day workflow?

ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery are regularly accessed in my day to day review of cases. ImmunoQuery has helped me to refine and identify efficient and accurate immunohistochemistry panels, particularly in difficult cases.

4. What three benefits have you experienced since using ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery?

ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery have helped me focus my approach to common cases and highlight important differential diagnoses. ImmunoQuery has helped me to refine my immunohistochemistry panels to ensure efficiency and accuracy as well as identify newly developed antibodies.

5. What’s the primary reason you would recommend ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery?

As a Pathologist in training, ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery are succinct resources that can inform daily practice and improve accuracy. I regularly refer to ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery in my daily practice.

ExpertPath and ImmunoQuery have helped me focus my approach to common cases and highlight important differential diagnoses.